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Arkluz Software Presents Infinite Family Tree Drawer
Published on 05/13/19
Infinite Family Tree Drawer is a revolutionary macOS app for laying out, exploring,
printing and exporting exhaustive family tree charts (ancestors or descendants) with a
compact representation of an unlimited number of generations. A macOS app for giant family
tree charts.
Annecy - France - Conventional family tree charts are nice when displaying 3 or 4
generations, but require dozens and dozens of pages for only 5 or 6 generations. Thanks to
Infinite Family Tree Drawer's unique algorithm, you can now draw a compact tree displaying
5 or 6 generations on a single A4 or letter page, or hundreds of people spanning dozens of
generations, on a few pages. And even thousands of people spanning millennia with just a
20 or 30 pages!
All this without any restriction on the amount of information you choose to display for
each person: dates, places, events, descriptions, comments, etc.
Revolutionary timeline! The tree is laid out horizontally, the left margin representing
the present, and the right one the distant past (for an ancestor chart). Each person is
positioned horizontally according to his exact year of birth, and a graphical bar is
optionally drawn to represent the period he was alive.
You can now visualize instantly those who lived long enough to see growing their
great-grandchildren, and those who had not even the chance to know their own offspring; or
those who gave life from the dawn - or till the dusk - of their adulthood; or those who
were decimated in their youth during the war years. Directly in your ancestor or
descendant chart!
Flexibility: collapse some branches to focus on specific people or families; highlight the
path between selected remote parents.
Implex support: in many families, some people marry distant relatives, leading to
duplicate branches in the tree. Maybe your maternal great-grandfather was the second
cousin of your paternal great-grandmother? This means that the complete branch of their
common great-grandparents should appear twice in your ascending tree... but Infinite
Family Tree Drawer detects this automatically, collapses the duplicate branch, and draws a
dotted line pointing to the remaining branch. This dramatically simplifies the family tree
of royal families, where this occurs repeatedly and recursively!
Smart ordering: when a few branches go up to some glorious remote ancestors, while most of
the ramifications are cut off, a traditionally ordered tree can become very tortuous; the
smart ordering algorithm keeps your tree graphically balanced, harmonious, and easy to
traverse.
Infinite Family Tree Drawer is a complementary app: create and update your database using
your favorite genealogical software or website, then import standard GEDCOM data into the
app to display your graphical tree. No database editing feature is provided in the app
itself.
System Requirements:
* macOS 10.12 (Sierra) or later
Pricing and Availability:
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Infinite Family Tree Drawer 1.0.5 is free (limited to 63 persons per tree) and is
available worldwide through the Mac App Store in the Productivity category. In-app
Purchases: $ 1.99 (limited to 255 persons per tree); $ 8.99 (unlimited).
Arkluz Software:
https://arkluz.com
Infinite Family Tree Drawer 1.0.5:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/infinite-family-treedrawer/id1383675158?ls=1&mt=12&at=1000lMe8
Screenshot:
https://arkluz.com/images/iftd-1-en-1600.png
App Icon:
http://arkluz.com/images/appicon_256-75.png

Arkluz Software is located in Annecy, France and creates macOS applications. All Material
and Software (C) Copyright 2019 Arkluz Software. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple
logo, Macintosh Mac OS X and macOS are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S.
and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of
their respective owners.
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